Humans learn to speak by a process of vocal imitation that requires the availability of auditory feedback. Similarly, young birds rely on auditory feedback when learning to imitate the songs of adult birds, providing one of the few examples of nonhuman vocal learning. However, although humans continue to use auditory feedback to correct vocal errors in adulthood, the mechanisms underlying the stability of adult birdsong are unknown. We found that, similar to human speech, adult birdsong is maintained by error correction. We perturbed the pitch (fundamental frequency) of auditory feedback in adult Bengalese finches using customdesigned headphones. Birds compensated for the imposed auditory error by adjusting the pitch of song. When the perturbation was removed, pitch returned to baseline. Our results indicate that adult birds correct vocal errors by comparing auditory feedback to a sensory target and suggest that lifelong error correction is a general principle of learned vocal behavior.
Song learning in many species of birds, similar to language learning in humans, is based on a process of imitation 1, 2 . Learning begins when a young bird is exposed to the song of an adult 'tutor'. Subsequently, the young bird refines his initially disordered vocalizations into a mature, 'crystallized' song that is very similar to that of the tutor [3] [4] [5] . This process parallels speech acquisition in humans, in which language exposure in infancy is thought to establish perceptual categories that then serve as targets for vocal production 2, 6 , eventually resulting in a child learning to produce the phonemes of his or her native language. For both adult speech and crystallized song, phonetic structure is highly stereotyped from one rendition to the next and is extremely stable throughout the remainder of the individual's life.
Despite the widely accepted parallels between the acquisition of song and speech 7 , it is unclear whether the extraordinary stability of adult vocal behavior in birds and humans results from similarly parallel processes. Speech performance in adult humans is thought to rely on an active process in which sensory signals are used to identify and correct vocal motor errors. Recent laboratory studies have shown that when auditory feedback is manipulated, human adults alter their vocal output so as to reduce the experienced auditory error 8, 9 , demonstrating a reliance on auditory feedback to correct speech errors.
Here, we tested the hypothesis that, similar to humans, birds maintain adult vocal output by comparing auditory feedback to a long-lived auditory target and using the resulting error signals to adaptively modify their vocalizations. This type of error-corrective mechanism requires several things of the adult song system. First, there must be a stable auditory target representing the desired song output. Second, adults must detect small differences between auditory feedback and the target and evaluate which changes in motor output reduce the sensory error. Third, the motor program for song must be modifiable.
The first two requirements define error correction, whereas the third merely asserts that the song system is plastic in adulthood.
Manipulations that corrupt or completely eliminate auditory experience (via distortions of auditory feedback or deafening) have been shown to drive degradations of crystallized song [10] [11] [12] , demonstrating the potential for vocal plasticity in adulthood and showing that the third condition is satisfied. Furthermore, differential reinforcement signals provided by an external evaluator can drive directed changes in adult song 13 . To our knowledge, however, no prior studies have shown that adult birds naturally perform error correction by monitoring song output to detect and correct deviations from an auditory target. Deafening and feedback distortion procedures presumably create a mismatch between auditory feedback and the sensory target, but provide no opportunity for the bird to correct these errors, as no alteration of vocal output can restore normal auditory feedback. Reinforcement procedures circumvent error detection entirely by rewarding or punishing birds on the basis of the experimenter's (rather than the bird's) evaluation of vocal performance. A true test of adult error correction therefore requires an experimental procedure in which birds both detect song errors and modify their vocal output to reduce them.
We tested the hypothesis of adult error correction by introducing small, correctable perturbations to the pitch (fundamental frequency) of auditory feedback to mimic naturally occurring vocal errors. Pitch is a learned and precisely controlled parameter of song and the pitch of individual song elements (or syllables) is refined during song acquisition and is extremely stable in adulthood 5, 14 . We predicted that if adult birds maintain their songs by comparing auditory feedback to an auditory target and modifying their songs to correct sensory errors, then shifting the pitch of auditory feedback would cause birds to change the pitch of song in the direction opposite the experimentally imposed feedback shift, thus reducing the experienced auditory error.
RESULTS
A set of lightweight headphones was custom-fit to each bird in the study to generate online shifts in the pitch of auditory feedback (an example of crystallized song from one bird in our study is shown in Fig. 1a ). A microphone in each bird's cage relayed acoustic signals through sound-processing hardware capable of generating arbitrary shifts in pitch. These pitch-shifted acoustic signals were then played back through speakers in the headphones ( Fig. 1b) with an average processing delay of B7 ms. Shifts in the pitch of auditory feedback and the resulting changes in the pitch of song are both measured in units of 'cents' (see Online Methods), where 1,200 cents corresponds to an octave and 100 cents represents the same pitch interval as a semitone (approximately a 6% change in absolute frequency). A 100-cent upward shift in pitch applied to several song syllables is shown in Figure 1c .
We consistently found that shifting the pitch of auditory feedback led to adaptive changes in song (that is, changes in the direction opposite the imposed pitch shift). We monitored changes in vocal output by repeatedly measuring pitch at particular times (or spectral frames; Fig. 2a ) during song syllables. In the spectral frame chosen for each syllable, we quantified changes in pitch by measuring changes in either the fundamental frequency or the frequency of one of the higher harmonics (a harmonic feature, see Online Methods). In a typical experiment, a 100-cent upward shift in the pitch of auditory feedback led to a downward change in the pitch of the measured harmonic features over a 2-week period (Fig. 2b) . We used the mean pitch change across all harmonic features to measure the daily mean change in the pitch of song. This change in the bird's song served to reduce the difference (error) between the pitch of auditory feedback and the baseline pitch. By the end of the shift epoch, the pitch of song had dropped by B50 cents. On removal of the pitch shift, song returned slowly toward baseline pitch, with a complete return to baseline when the song was assessed 67 d after the beginning of the experiment. We examined the distribution of frequencies for each harmonic feature in the baseline song and after 14 d of exposure to the upward pitch shift ( Fig. 2c ). All four harmonic features had significantly lower frequencies following shift exposure (P o 10 À5 , one-tailed t test). The gross structure of song was preserved despite there being significant changes in pitch ( Fig. 2d) . Across experiments, the direction of the behavioral response consistently opposed the direction of the imposed shift ( Fig. 3a) . Both upward and downward shifts in the pitch of auditory feedback led to adaptive changes in the pitch of song and song returned to baseline pitch following shift offset. Across six pitch-shift experiments, changes in response to upward versus downward shifts were significantly different (P ¼ 0.002, one-tailed t test) and we found no significant difference between the magnitudes of adaptive responses to upward and downward shifts (P ¼ 0.62, two-tailed t test) ( Fig. 3b) . We observed minimal changes in pitch in two control groups consisting of birds that wore headphones but did not experience a pitch shift and birds that were never fitted with headphones ( Fig. 3b ). In addition, shifting the pitch of auditory feedback did not significantly affect the amount of song produced (P ¼ 0.54), the ordering (syntax) of song syllables (P ¼ 0.46) or the relative spectral power found in low versus high harmonics (P ¼ 0.16; see Supplementary Figs. 1-3 online) .
Analysis of pitch changes in individual harmonic features revealed consistent adaptive learning and heterogeneity in the songs of individual birds. In the majority (31 of 33) of cases, the pitches of individual features changed in the adaptive direction (P o 10 À9 , one-tailed t-test; Fig. 3b ). The magnitude of pitch change (assessed on shift day 14) varied significantly across the harmonic features in each bird's song in all six experiments (ANOVA, P o 10 À9 in all cases). This heterogeneity suggests that the pitch of individual syllables can be adapted separately even if the pitch of auditory feedback is shifted uniformly across song. No correlation was observed between the baseline fundamental frequency of syllables and the magnitude of adaptive learning (Supplementary Fig. 4 online) .
The time course and magnitude of adaptation to pitch shifts suggest that birds compromise between the correction of auditory errors (adaptability) and the maintenance of the established motor program (stability). We combined the data from all shift experiments to determine the average magnitude and time course of learning ( Fig. 3c) . Our results suggest that birds balance adaptability and stability by changing their songs relatively slowly in response to auditory errors. This time scale is comparable to the rate of pitch refinement in juvenile birds that are first learning their songs 14 . In addition, the acoustic structure of adult Bengalese finch song syllables begins to degrade in 1 week following deafening 12, 15 , possibly as a result of error signals generated in the absence of auditory feedback 16 . These results suggest that the intrinsic dynamics of the adult song system only allow for slow modifications of the motor command, perhaps to prevent the destabilization of song during brief periods of aberrant sensory input. Our combined data (Fig. 3c ) also illustrate that on average birds compensate for only B40% of the imposed pitch shift by the end of the shift epoch. Incomplete adaptation is also consistently observed in human subjects in response to perturbations of auditory feedback 8, 9 and is the norm in other sensorimotor systems 18 . Here, the incompleteness of adaptation may reflect a partial reliance on nonauditory sources of information, such as proprioceptive signals 19, 20 or the output of an internal (forward) model used to predict the sensory consequences of motor commands 21, 22 . Furthermore, although the auditory feedback played through the headphone speakers was substantially louder than auditory feedback that reached the bird's ears directly (that is, leaked through the headphone frame, see Online Methods), some unshifted feedback signals probably reached the bird via bone conduction 9 . Therefore, the observed incomplete adaptation might also have resulted from a conflict between two distinct auditory signals.
The adaptive changes in the pitch of song that we found fall well within the range of both the baseline variability in pitch and the upper limits of pitch plasticity. Comparison of the mean change in song to the baseline variability showed that birds changed the pitch of song by roughly 1 s.d. (Fig. 3b) . This comparison reveals that the mean pitch of these syllables could have shifted even further in the adaptive direction without leaving the range of baseline variation, which has a s.d. of 48.0 cents (averaged across birds). In addition, the observed magnitude of pitch adaptation does not reflect a physical limitation of the peripheral motor system, as we found in a separate set of experiments that gradually increasing the size of a shift can drive 100-cent (or larger) changes in the pitch of song 17 (Supplementary Fig. 5 online) and prior studies using reinforcement techniques have demonstrated that birds can shift the pitch of individual syllables by more than 10 s.d 13 .
DISCUSSION
Our results show that adult birds use auditory feedback to correct small errors in the pitch of song, indicating that adult song is maintained by a continual process of error correction. Maintaining vocal output through error correction has several important advantages. First, it allows the bird to adapt to changes in vocal output resulting from agerelated changes in the strength of vocal muscles and the physical properties of the vocal periphery. Such changes alter the relationship between premotor activity and acoustic output, necessitating changes in the motor command. Second, error correction allows for changes in the neural structures controlling song as synaptic connectivity changes, old neurons die and new neurons are added in adulthood [23] [24] [25] . A stable sensory representation of the desired song, therefore, provides for stable behavioral output as both the body and brain change over a bird's lifetime.
As we found for songbirds, human adults gradually adapt vocal (speech) production to compensate for shifts in the pitch of auditory feedback 9 and have been shown to compensate for more complex distortions of the structure of individual phonemes 8 . Taken together, these results suggest that the use of long-lived perceptual targets to correct auditory errors is a general principle of learned vocal behavior. Notably, vocal adaptation in humans is substantially more rapid than that described here, suggesting that the sensorimotor strategy used to maintain speech performance puts relatively greater emphasis on adaptability (and less on stability) than that used to maintain song. Alternately, this difference in time scale might result from experimental differences between our study and prior studies on human speech, which have used bone oscillators or whispered speech to minimize unshifted feedback signals transmitted to the ear via bone conduction 8, 9 .
Our results provide direct evidence that adult birds maintain a sensory target representing the desired song output. Such a representation is presumably formed when juvenile birds are exposed to the tutor's song 1, 3 , and it is possible that this target persists unchanged into adulthood and drives the adaptive pitch changes that we observed. Alternately, auditory feedback might not be compared to a memory of the tutor's song, but rather to a slowly updated memory of the bird's own (relatively stable) vocalizations. Although our experiments do not allow us to distinguish between these possibilities, the adaptive changes in pitch that we observed and the subsequent return to baseline weeks after pitch shifts were removed demonstrate that the sensory target is unchanged even after weeks of abnormal sensory experience.
Our results also demonstrate that birds can reduce auditory errors by shifting the pitch of song away from a normally stable baseline (Fig. 3b) . Previous studies have shown that song sometimes reverts to its original state following recovery from partial deafening or the cessation of distortion experiments 10, 26 . However, recent lesion studies suggest that recovery in these settings may be based on the persistence of the baseline motor program to which aberrant neural signals have been added by basal ganglia circuitry 27 . Furthermore, recovery following deafening or feedback distortion might rely on a somatosensory or motor memory of the baseline song 1,20 rather than on a process of auditory error correction. A demonstration of adult error correction therefore requires that birds modify their crystallized song to reduce experienced auditory errors, as we observed here.
The songbird system provides a unique opportunity to study the brain mechanisms underlying the learning and control of vocal behavior. After exposure to the tutor's song, juvenile birds can practice and refine their songs in complete social isolation and without any external source of reinforcement 14, 28 . On the basis of this and other findings (such as the inability of young birds to acquire normal song if they are deafened after tutor song exposure 1 ), it is widely assumed that vocal refinement in young birds reflects a process of error correction that is similar to the one we found here in the adult 29, 30 . Numerous studies have documented anatomical and molecular changes that accompany song acquisition and therefore distinguish between the brains of juvenile and adult birds 31, 32 . Our results demonstrate that the capacity for adaptive vocal plasticity persists far into adulthood and suggest that the error-correcting processes that are thought to underlie vocal plasticity during song acquisition are active in the adult. If juvenile song acquisition and adult song maintenance are indeed based on the same process of error correction, a common neural mechanism for sensory-guided plasticity may persist throughout the marked neural changes that occur at the close of the critical period for song acquisition.
METHODS
Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of the paper at http://www.nature.com/natureneuroscience/.
Note: Supplementary information is available on the Nature Neuroscience website. 
ONLINE METHODS
Subjects. Adult (4190 d old) male Bengalese finches (Lonchura striata var. domestica) were used. All procedures were approved by the University of California, San Francisco Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. Birds were individually housed in sound-isolation chambers throughout the experiments and were maintained on a 14-h:10-h light/dark cycle, with lights on from 7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Manipulating auditory feedback. Headphones that were constructed from lightweight carbon fiber (Hobby Lobby) were custom-fit to each bird and held a miniature speaker (EH-7157-000, Knowles) within 3 mm of the entrance to each ear canal. In addition, a miniature microphone (EM-3046, Knowles) was placed between ear and speaker on one side to calibrate and monitor the performance of the pitch-shifting hardware. The amplitude of the acoustic signal played through the speakers was B2 log units greater than direct auditory feedback leaking through the carbon fiber frame. A condenser microphone inside each isolation chamber relayed all cage sounds (including, but not limited to, song) through sound-processing hardware (Ultraharmonizer DSP7000, Eventide) that introduced upward, downward or null shifts in pitch. Acoustic signals were then played back through the headphone speakers with an average loop delay of B7 ms. All recordings are from undirected song (that is, no female was present).
Quantifying behavioral changes. Bengalese finch song consists of distinct syllables that can be identified across multiple renditions of song. For each syllable that had a well-defined pitch (3-8 in each bird), we identified an 8-or 16-ms segment of time (or spectral frame) to use for our pitch measurements. In rare cases where a complex syllable was composed of two spectrally distinct notes, we measured spectral frames for each distinct note (for example, Fig. 2a ). The beginning of each spectral frame was defined relative to the onset of the syllable. In each spectral frame, we measured pitch by quantifying the frequency of a harmonic feature (either the fundamental frequency or one of the higher harmonics). The frequency of this harmonic feature was then repeatedly measured over the course of each experiment and changes in its frequency were analyzed as described below.
After being fitted with headphones, birds sang for 3-7 d with zero shift. Each day we analyzed all of the songs produced in a 2-h window between 10 a.m. and 12 p.m. (we obtained similar results when song produced in the evening was used for analysis, see Supplementary Fig. 7 online) . The baseline pitch of each harmonic feature was defined as the mean pitch in the last two analysis days preceding shift onset. After the last baseline window, a ±100-cent pitch shift was introduced in a single step and maintained for 14-17 d, after which the pitch shift was reset to zero for 7-14 d. Headphones were subsequently removed and birds were maintained in social isolation for 25-123 d. Headphones were then reattached (with zero pitch shift) to assess the long-term effects on pitch. The pitch of each iteration of a harmonic feature was quantified in units of cents
where c x is the pitch (in cents) of the feature, h x is the pitch (in Hz) of the feature and b is the baseline pitch (in Hz) of that feature. Note that because the frequency of harmonics are related to each other by integer multiples, when the pitch of a syllable changes, the frequency of every harmonic changes by the same number of cents. Therefore, the computed change in cents describes the change in the fundamental frequency. Also note that this method is equivalent to measuring the frequency of a given harmonic, dividing that frequency by the appropriate integer to compute the fundamental frequency and computing the change in cents as described above.
Mean spectrograms. Mean spectrograms were calculated for each syllable by first computing the spectrogram for each iteration of the syllable being analyzed. Spectrograms were then normalized and aligned to a single prototypical example of the syllable. Alignment was accomplished by shifting and linearly stretching each spectrogram until the cross-correlation between the temporal power profile (total spectral power as a function of time) of the exemplar and the prototype was maximized. After all syllables had been aligned, the mean power at each frequency and time point was computed. Note that mean spectrograms are used for display purposes only ( Fig. 2) and that mean changes in pitch were computed from measurements of individual syllables.
